With the ALL-Tag **RFID PIN**, retailers can combine an EAS tag and RFID technology in order to protect their merchandise from shrink, as well as perform inventory and other RFID related functions.

The **RFID PIN** will help increase the accuracy of inventory, and decrease losses from misplaced items. The use of RFID for item level tracking provides information specific to the item and detailed visibility as to when the item was produced, how it got from the production line to the distribution center and ultimately to the retail store location.

As with most of our products, ALL-Tag can custom design the **RFID PIN** to be fully compatible with a retailer’s existing RFID readers and other hardware. Our goal is to provide a quality RFID product that can be seamlessly integrated into their current RFID program. Our RFID products are always custom built to meet the specific requirements of each individual customer.